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ABSTRACT
Reported is the 1968-69 school year of Vermont's

Consulting Teacher Program (Burlington) during which eight regular
elementary school teachers successfully completed the first half of
an inservice program in behavior modification, programing,
consulting, and research skills; and provided special educational
services for 50 handicapped learners in regular classrooms. The
report explains the program's rationale (focusing on potential
advantages of regular class placement of handicapped learners and on
estimated costs of special class and consulting teacher approaches)
and methods (including behavior theory, service and research
activities, teacher preparation, and dissemination of skills and
knowledge). The summary of program results, in which program
projections are compared with actual accomplishments, indicates that
participating teachers developed methods to measure educational
deficits of handicapped children on a daily basis, that measured
educational deficits were ameliorated through applications of
behavior modification principles, and that the effectiveness of such
application was researched through functional analyses of behavior.
(GW)
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THE _

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
13URLINGTOW, VERMONT 05401

CONSULTING TEACIER PROGRAM

1 COLCHESTER AVENUE

A cooperative project of the College of Education,
University of Vermont; Division of Special
Educational and Pupil Personnel Services of the
Vermont State Department of Education; and five
school districts in Chittenden County (Burlington,
Chittenden Central, Chittenden South, South
Burlington, and Winooski); funded under Title VI-A,
Elementary aric Secondary Education Act.

During the 1966 -1969 school year, the Consulting Teacher Program provided

special educational services for 50 handicapped learners in regular elementary

classrooms. Eight regular elementary teachers successfully completed the first

year of a two year inservice program in behavior modification, programing, con-

sulting, and researa skills. In cooperation with a consulting teacher and a

psychologist, participating teachers developed methods to measure educational

ale: kits of handicapped children on a day-to-day basis. Such measurement

procedures were undertaken in the classroom as an integral part of general

teaching/learning procedures. Measured educational deficits were ameliorated

through applications of principles of behavior .floditication. The effectiveness

of such application was researched through functional analyses of behaviors of
it

concern. Materials to supplement those typically available to an elementary

teacher were developed by the program staff whet such development was warranted

hy childrct.'s handicap,. Participating teachers conducted service/research

i.roects for 3S handicapped learners enrolled in their classrloms. In addition,

Lirticipatiny, teachers assisted other teachers who requested their services

rana;!ement and education of 1:.) other handicapped learners. I:or the

ens!uh,., ;..ear, seven teachers were granted an additional day of released time

from teachln:; duties, thus providit4: a total of two release days per week for

consultinv and service/research activities.
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PREFACE

The Consulting Teacher Program agrees with the spirit of

the Vermont Design for Education in that consulting teachers help

other teachers to provide individualized instruction for each

child, to allow for different rates of learning, to establish

success for each child, and to insure social growth.

Teachers may ask, "How do I reach the child who isn't

learning his arithmetic facts, or the child who presents a serious

behavioral problem?" The handicapped learners present both a

problem and a challenge to the teacher. The Consulting Teacher

Program is an attempt to help the teacher meet this challenge.

This report presents the rationale and method of the program and

the results achieved during its first year of operation.

The staff of the Consulting Teacher Program wish to acknow-

ledge with gratitude the assistance and courtesy extended by the

personnel of the University of Vermont, the State Department of

Education, Division of Special Educational and Pupil Personnel

Services, and participating school districts. Our special

appreciation is extended to Joel Cheringtcn who through incisive

logic and energyr.. planning and writing the proposal for the

program made possible its realization. Thanka are also due to

Carolyn Cherington for thoughtful proof reading and typing of

the proposal, and to Sheldon Miller for preparing the excellent

cover and graphs for this report. In addition, thanks are extended

to R. Vance Hall, Associate Progessor of Special Education and



:)e%elopment at the University of Kansas, for hi:;

an .1 L1,:tructive evaluation* of the plogram.

wrirter, repor' of this evaluation are available
reql, from fist: Jean rlarvin, Director, Division of

.:q. Vermont
.,,,..artm,Int of Educatic.; Xo1,4pelier, Vermont,05602.
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Chapter One

The Consulting Teacher Program:

Rationale and Method

The Consulting Teacher Program is a cooperative effort

of the College of Education, University of Vermont; the Division

of Special Educational and Pupil Personnel Services, Vermont

State Department of Education; and selected Vermont school dis-

tricts. Currently, the Burlington, Chittenden Central, Chitten-

den South, South Burlington, and Winooski school districts are

participating in the Consulting Teacher Program.

The Consulting Teacher Program seeks to manage and edu-

cate handicapped learners within regular classrooms by recog-

nizing individual differences and providing teachers trained in

skills needed to individualize instruction. In cooperation with

a consulting teacher and a psychologist, regular classroom

teachers develop methods to measure educational progress and

deficits of handicapped children on a daily basis. Measurement

procedures are undertaken in the classroom as an integral part

of general teaching-learning procedures. Measured educational

deficits are ameliorated through applications of principles of

behavior theory. Applications are researched as to effectiveness

through functional analyses of behaviors of concern. When

warranted by children's handicaps, learning materials to supple-

The term handicapped learner refers to those children who are
retarded, crippled, neurologically impaired, severely
emotionally disturbed, and/or learning disabled.



thoJc Iypicallv available to Elementary chi1d):,n are

tho program ,Oaf-1. Teachers participate in

..t.t.-113ive in-service training in behavior theory, programming,

c,cn.s.,Iltini; and re'warch skills. These teachers, at the com-

i.letion of their training, will be available to assist and

train other teachers in the management and education of

handicapped children within regular classrooms.

RATIONALE

The problem.

In Vermont, the education of handicapped learners is

virtually restricted to special classes conducted in public

schools or in quasi-public institutions, and to out-of-state

or horse -hound instruction. About 1600 handicapped children

arA adolescents are currently being served through the above

ed..ica*Ional programs. Utilizing Heller's (1968) expectancy

es*:i7%ate that ten percent of school age children are

hahicai.;.,ed learners, approximately 10,000 of the 100,000

a children in Vermont are handicapped learners. Thus,

of an e:timated 10,000 handicapped learners aro

mrved hough "special educational instruction. Thisc,

an e-;4.i.matyd 8400 children yet to Uf. served.

. i-r-_.eht is probalJly t h lowest published estimate, as
"-_oT..;ervative" estimates range from IS to 20 percent. For

..efnnoff (1'J0) ,ntimat- that 16 percent of
(7nildren are' han:licapped.

2.
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The problem which faces Vermont is that of providing

adequate education for these 8400 children who are currently

expected to progress in learning environments established

for non-handicapped learners. Two general approaches could

be effected for the solution of this problem. One approach

would be to remove the 8400 children from regular classrooms

and place them in special classes with special teachers.

Essentially, this is the approach for the 1600 handicapped

Vermont learners who are now being served. A second approach,

that of the Consulting Teacher Program, would be to retain

the 8400 children in regular classes, while providing the

teachers of these classes with special training, materials,

and consultant help.

Apparently, some handicapped learners can be managed and

educated effectively only within special classes. For the

purposes of this report, however, it is assumed that at least

84 percent of handicapped learners (8400 children in Vermont)

could be served effectively through a consulting teacher,

regular class approach.

Potential advantages of educating handicapped learners in

regular classes.

Educating the handicapped learner in regular classes

would negate the necessity of labeling this learner. If

handicapped learners were not labeled, the need for extensive,

formal psychological and educational evaluation could be

lecreaoed. Tt might Le argued that such evaluation is necessary
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only to label a child for special class placement. Educa-

tional evaluation .ay not discover anything more about the

c: -.ild with learning problems than that which could have been

cl:served 1)y the child's teacher' in the daily learning situ-

ation. In fact, if teachers (and/or parents) did not Jbserve

a degree of inappropriate and deficit behaviors in a child,

it is improbable that the child would be referred for ind.Lvi-

dual testing. Individualized testing has the additional dis-

advantage of measuring behavior outside the learning situation

and sampling a narrow cross-section of behavior at a single

and isolated point in time. Results of standardized testing

do not prescribe teaching-learning procedures and educational

material;; which should be employed to educate the child who

L.- handicapped. Apparently, if labels were no longer needed,

time and resources invested in individual, standardized test-

17,g could be reduced, freeing skilled professionals to work

toward sroviding effective educational programs for all children.

Labels are non-functional in regard to developing a

.r.eatment program for a child. For example, if a i hild has been

disturbed, this tells neither teacher nor

:.arent :hat nrJed'. tc, done to help the child progress socially

ed,..cationally. Labels :.,ay have the disadvanage of leading

labeled to expect less of himself - to expect that

r.e will eh;!aze in inappropriate and deficit behaviors. Moreover,

wh,,-r. children have been labeled, teacher expectancies may in-

fl'..ence the growth or lack thereof of children (Rosenthal and
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Jacobson, 1J66). A label can attach stiema to a child and

;e:vt to i °late ...i.i, hate him fr(m hi , peers.

Further isolation ol the handicapped learner r..cur's in

the special class placement itself, for often h.ndicappR.,_

learners must be bussed to special classrooms which are away

from their home neighborhood. In some instances, handicapped

children must live far from home, family, and friends in order

to receive special instruction. Dunn (1968) has reviewed

the litigation and court action which has argued that label-

ing and special class placement involve discrimination am,'

segregation. In one case to date, the courts disallowed label-

ing and special class placement of a group of handicapped

learners as a form of segregation.

Bateman (1967) has presented evidence that when certain

types of handicapped learners are placed in regular classrooms,

their peers show a greaier appreciation of positive characturis-

ie; of handicapped learners and greater understanding of their

id.egular class placement of handicapped learners

has the further advantage of offering normal and superior peer

models. When handicapped learners are placed in a special

class, often it is the case that their inappropriate and defi-

cit behaviors increase rather than decrease. (.,ne factor lea'l-

ing to such an increase may well be that peer models of the

special class present inappropriate behavior to be imitated.

i-.egular class placement enhances opportunities to employ

a :c.-r ,.y ;t'!::.. peers of handicapper learners can



tc, a ctiltd hi!; (12ficits it. 1ttly way,;.

:t an apir()-

Sur handicappd learn,.r;, and it th..y

)(a 11 .C.0 ;p(!eilic ih,LlucL:on.; to 11UVdi

:-%;d:d tC) .ould reapond to handicapped learners, the

cat, le a powerful force promoting amelioration of

dna acc,..leration of development of the handicapped.

Estiatd cost) of s)ecial class and consultinv teacher

aroacno,. to tht education of handicapped learners.

toliQing taLlo mmari;:es estimated co3ts of special

c(dniting teacher approaches ;, including the savings

:d'ffred a con lulting teacher approach.

-.1 / f ,I

1

*
Eizimated Costs in Dollar.;

'onstruction Teacher Yearly

i:quip,.1t2nt Pr#:paration Operation

Y7,371,:)00. '.;:3,500,000.

#.%980,000.

whic ccy,t-_; were estimated may lie found in
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Summary of the ratio:iclle of the ConsultinE_Teacher_Eraram.

Th: con lulting teacher or regular class approach to the

.1cation of (g) handicapped learners appears to have the

following advantages: (1) costs less tan those of a special

class approach, (2) avoidance of the stigma 1 labels and

elimination of extensive standardized testing, (3) avoidance

of discrimination and segregation, (4) opportunities for nor-

mal children to appreciate and understand handicapped learners,

and (5) greater opportunities t,, employ peers as both formal

and informal tutors.

There exists research evidence, reviewed by Dunn (1968),

which indicates that at least some handicapped learners placed

in regular classrooms progress as wel., as comparable children

placed in special classrooms, in spite of the fact that regular

classroom teachers typically do not have special training in

the education of handicapped children. Thus, by providing

teachers with special training, and by developing the teaching-

learning procedures and instructional materials needed to

individualize instruction, it would seem both possible and

advantageous to achieve within regular classrooms satisfactory

educational growth for handicapped children.

METHOD

The Consulting Teacher Program has restricted itself to

working with handicapped children in elementary schools. It
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x:peatod Lrqp.ficial to fJcus on elementary childr.,n as

Cat :...indit!uppod leainers /hen micht.1.),:

ameliorated early in their educational programs.

instruction, the Consulting Teacher

frogram emphai7.ec.. the development of the basic academic be-

aaviors in handicapped children. These behaviors include those

involved in attending, writing, arithmetic, and reading, and

appear t--) be prerequisite to full educational developmeat.

The method of the Consulting Teacher Program is based

on the set of learning principles which is termed behavior

Because the understanding and evaluation of the Con-

suiting Teacher Program dependLt upon at least a beginning

understanding of behavior theory, a brief introduction to

behavior theory is preselted !'elow. The interested reader can

finr.1 fuller r.-;licotions in Bijou £ Baer, 1961: Skinner, 1953,

:taa*:s, and Ullmann & Krasner, 1955.

:n,:rod..ic*.ion to L,Alavior theory.

Behavior is defined as anything a child does which is

:y at 1Past two people. Thus, Lehaviors include

Pv-ts such as waving, smiling, and speaking.

(17, ,Ireams, tplings, and desires, are

t!1.:Ory.

defirld, all other ob)ect

7-n. , el,virrinment arr. :;tirt:111i. For (xample,

f.;efihed d!; Nriting down a,sw,.v,;

,,tr!'n7.P'i- :).Aser, thf. 4ear-her



and his actions, and other children in the room are all examplen

of stimuli in regard to the "writing-down-answer5" behavior.

Stimuli include: only those obcts and events which are observ-

able by at :Least two peuple.

One general class of behavior with which teachers must

deal is termed opera it behavior. Operant behavior is main)y

controlled by stimuli which follow the behavior. Examples of

operant beh!ivior are reading, writing, counting, walking, and

talking. Stimuli which follow operant behavior are called

consequential stimuli. One class of consequential stimuli is

called a reinforcer. When a reinforcer regularly follows an

operant behavior, this behavior increases in strength. The

more immediately a reinforcer follows a behavior, the more

effective the reinforcer. Reinforcers applied to behavior(s)

incompatible with a second behavior can serve to decrease the

strength of the second behavior. Examples of reinforcers for

some school children are teacher praise and attention, school

marks, allowances, and activities such as bike riding and

painting.

A second class of consequential stimuli which controls

operant behavior is called a punisher. When a punisher

regularly follows an operant behavior, this behavior decreases

in strength. The more immediately the punisher follows the

behavior, the more effective the punisher. Examples of

punishers for some school children are spanking, failing school

:narks, and loss of favorite activities, such as recess and

watching T.V.
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. 1 ! ... .

Punishors may wfaken behaviorfl besides the behvior to

1-ni ipplieJ. In addition, puni'shet:; may in-

the ocurren...,! of behaviors incompatible with maximal

Ly paili.!d with punishers, the agent

wnc administers the punishers and the situation in which pun-

are employed also may increased behaviors incompatible

4ith irowth.

Having none of the above drawbacks, reinfcx'cers are the

conseq..:ntial stimuli of choice. Punishers should be used only

when inappropriate behaviors are so persistent and frequent

t'ha_ incompatible appropriate 1,ehaviors can be reinforced only

occasionally. Xoreover, punishers should be employed only in

conjunction with the concurrent use of reinforcers.

Tc: ar,ply the principles of behavior theory to bring about

educaional growth in a given child, a teacher first defines

a :,,,fhavior in such a way that this behavior can be measured in

,ch-Jci ti,,n '_!uring somg period of t: h'? school day. The

;.a'/ or :// a teaceler is usually one which he wishes to

.-rgnch. ')ccasirinallys a toacher may wish to de-

:J!niVitir in strength.

H-huvior clit;en and def inel, it is measured

4 day. This measuremgnt

$
a bandicapped child. In

(in of ti,,havior in thr..

.-,.:::.: %.' .i..4,:r.o:,. .n.,: (:n4TW.f. in t,,achinv-learninr prof.-du,,-;

:. .

. .. . '.:,:(2'. ..:Lc:.' A.,- .A v,..:1!,1,. -ffect on th br.haviors.
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Thus, behavior theory provides a unified basis for Loth diagnosis

cnd treatment. a. recomm-nded (Lateman, 1967: Eycenck, 196(1),

trc.atLAent directly follows from diagnosis. Moreover, the daily

measurement of behaviors allows the daily monitoring of the

effectiveness of any procedures (stimuli) which have been arranged

to ameliorate a given problem behavior.

Service and research.

Teaching lends itself to the conduct of research. A basic

task which teachers must undertake is the measurement of chil-

dren's progress, and measurement is fundamental to research. To

undertake research in a teaching-learning situation, the only

major addition to measurement required is to vary carefully

teaching-learning procedures and note their effect on the measured

progress of a given, child. With the full recognition of indivi-

dual differences, it is clear that the teacher's role in effect-

ing educational growth for each child is an experimental one:

the teacher must provide those learning materials and experiences

which will effect growth for each child. Since there is no way

to predict with certainty which materials and experiences will

Le effective for a given child, different materials and e.cpe-

riences must L provild for different children, and the effects

of 04,.ie an ti . child's educational behaviors must be monitored.

Only in these way- i can a teacher insure that each child in his

class, will develop optimally. Th.ls, research can be combined

with providing individualized educational service to children.
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In fact, it could be argued that individualized learning can

occur only if teachers adopt an experimental approach.

The major emphasis of research projects of the program

is the discovery 01 reinforcers which will increase and main-

tain a handicapped child's learning activities. Attempts are

made first to find reinforcers from within the school environ-

ment. If such an attempt is unsuccessful, reinforcers from

outside the school environment, for example, the home environ-

ment, are sought, with parents consenting to such reinforcers

and perhaps aiding in their employment.

Teachers participating in the program begin their in-

service research activities by defining and measuring for a

given child an operant behavior which needs to be increased or

decreased to promote the child's development. This period of

initial measurement is called the baseline period. During this

period, teachers introduce no changes in stimuli (teaching-

learning procedures and materials) for the child served and

studied.

Once the teacher has determined the initial level of the

behavior of interest, he selects a consequential stimulus which

he feels may serve as a reinforcer for that behavior. He

arranges for that consequential stimulus to be dependent for

its occurrence on the occurrence of the behavior. This period

is called the contingency 1 period.

If, during the contingency 1 period, it is apparent that

the behavior 1.a_ reliably increased in strength, a third period

called scientific verification is instituted by the teacher.
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During this period, the teacher returns to the teaching-learning

procedures which were operative during the original baseline

period: the consequential stimulus is no longer made contingent

for its occurrence upon the occurrence of the defined behavior.

If the behavior reliably decreases in strength during the scien-

tific verification period as compared to contingency 1, the con-

sequential stimulus is again made contingent upon the defined

behavior. This constitutes the final experimental period which

is termed contingency 2. If, during contingency 2, the behavior

again increases reliably in strength, the consequential stimulus

is termed a reinforcer, as the function of increasing the strength

of a behavior has been demonstrated through the four experimental

periods.

The four experimental periods - baseline, contingency 1,

scientific verification, and contingency 2 - constitute what is

called a functional analysis of behavior. The functional

analysis of behavior is the fundamental research procedure em-

ployed to establish that a given consequential stimulus is' a

reinforcer.

The functional analysis of behavior is essentially an

abab design. The a part represents a set of baseline conditions.

The b part involves the employment of the consequential stimulus

under test. Because the a and b conditions are repeated, this

research procedure involves intra-subject replication. Through

intra-subject replication, possible effects on behaviors studied

The interested reader will find a fuller discussion of experi-
mental designs for individual subjects in Sidman, 1960.



unctmit.)11ed and unobserved by the teacher are made

improbabl, . If a reinforcer is shown to increase levels of a

1,.,havior over a period when the reinforcer is not in

offoct, and if thi: effct can :e ieplicated, then it is probable

that this reinforcer is the variable controlling the behavior.

Once a given reinforcer has been demonstrated through

functional analysis of behavior to be effective in promoting a

given child's growth, the generality of this reinforcer's effec-

tiveness in regard to other children can be tested through inter-

subject replication: functional analyses of behavior with this

reinforcer are undertaken with several other children. If these

analyses demonstrate the reinforcer to be effective with other

children, then the reinforcer can be said to have some generality.

Generality tests may be extended by carrying out functional

analyses of a reinforcer's effectiveness with many different

children in many different classrooms with many different teachers.

A less rigorous method to determine the effectiveness of

a consequential stimulus involves an ab design. A complete

functional analysis is not undertaken as only baseline and

contingency 1 periods are included. However, data obtained

from ab designs does indicate whether or not desired changes

in behavior have occurred. Also, results obtained in ab researches

can be considered along with evidence from other studies in ways

that lead to probable conclusions concerning the effects of

stimuli in controlling behavior.

Decisions to forego complete functional analyses of beha-

viors are made for certain children served and studied. These
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decisions may be based on such factors as lack of time to com-

plete full functional analyses of behavior and the advisab..lity

of avoiding the risk of reestablishing, even temporarily, par-

ticularly disruptive behaviors.

One class of behaviors (C1) which teachers measure is

children's written responses. Cl behaviors include written an-

swers to reading comprehension questions and arithmetic problems.

Measures of Cl behaviors included rates correct or complete,

and percentages of correct or complete responses of the total

responses assigned.

A second class of behaviors (C2) is all behaviors which

do not involve written responses. C2 behaviors include oral

answers to questions, attending to learning materials and events,

sitting in the appropriate chair, and talking inappropriately.

Measures of C2 behaviors include percentages of time spent

attending to learning stimuli during a given academic period

and frequency of being in seat or talking inappropriately.

The first step in measurement is to define a behavior in

writing. Behaviors are defined as activities of learners which

are observable by at least two people. This implies that a

second observer, after studying a written definition of a beha-

vior, could obtain essentially the same measure of a particular

behavior as the teacher. Consulting teachers serve as second

observers by taking the same measures of behaviors as the

teachers. These measures of the observer insure that behaviors

have bfen well defined. They also are used to evaluate the

reliability of teacher measures.



of teacher ftp-,a:;ures of Cl behaviefr is pro-

tlw observer mer;urinp pupils' written y,esponses.

;,,rver arL compdred to those of the teacher. If the

ma',urement is considered to 1)e reliable .

it there is disagreement, measures are recalculated until agree-

L; reached.

C2 lehAviozal measures are also checked for reliability

t'y an (-)server. In this case, observers must be in teachers'

classes during times when teachers take these measures. If a

+-ime c;impling procedure is employed to measure C? behaviors,

the 'eachr cue!-, the observer when a measure of the behavior is

tc taken. Cues include the teacher's tapping her chin with

a 1,encil or her lo:Jking at a wall clock and nodding. Time same

le mea.-re-: of C? behaviors are taken at regular intervals,

r rwo

r)f. rr ';ampl e asures of C2 behaviors is

.a1%;le.ed i 1.,ereeetagee oc agreement 1,etween measures of

!.or ...i given mffa--rQment period. Each sam-

I .

.!

f h obsf:rv^r at a piven time

th-it Ly the teacher at the same time. Total

_;amp,.! measures for the period are

16.

_9 !4/1_:. hr-r of rne The result of this divir3ion

j ,y !'J'J to ,tai of agreement. For

if teacher ind ot,server agree on nine of ten measures

gipr:n experimental period, the percentage of agreement for

wo h ('iR O) x -1( or ri0 percent.
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Observers frequently take continuous measures of a pupil's

C2 Lehuvior for a i*iv,!n fix:wrim(mtal period. Continuous measures

are compared with sample measures to determine if sample measures

are representative of pupils' behaviors for the entire experi-

mental period.

Reliability of measures of C2 behaviors is also checked

by comparing graphical plots of teacher measures with those of

observer measures. Measures are considered reliable if the two

plots form similar functions.

For all children served through research projects, the

program obtains full and informed consent of parents and/or guar-

dians. Teachers and consulting teachers (introduced to parents

as "teacher-associates") meet with parents to explain the pur-

poses and procedures of the program. Consent is obtained from

parents before any unusual procedures are put into effect.

Parents read and sign a letter of permission for children's

participation in the service and research activities of the

program. A sample letter form which parents and teachers fill

out and sign can be found on the following page.



CONSULTING TEACHER PROGRAM

2 COLCHESTER AVENUE

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
OURLINGTON, VERMONT 05401

V
4

Letter of Permission

I consent to the participation of

in the educational service and research program of the College of Education

ct the University of Vermont under the sponsorship of the Vermont State

:_ci,Irtme:It of Education Plan for the education of children with learning

iiificulties. This service and research program will involve

grade class of

school in the

school district of Vermont.

11/..

I understand that the objectives of this program are to develop and

evaluate techniques for effectively educating children with learning

difficulties in an elementary classroom.

I also understand that procedures will be employed by which a child

may gain some desirable activity or object upon the successful completion

of a task he can do, or lose a desirable activity or object should he not

c,;mpl.:!te the task.

I further understand that the results of this program will be used

for scientific purposes and that the strictest standards of confidence

will be maintained in regard to all information.

Signature:

Parent or Guardian

Teacher

University of Vermont Teacher-Associate
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Teacher preparation.

Teachers selected to participate in the program undertake

training leading to the Master of Education degree. This train-

ing is given on an in-service basis and spans two full years

and an additional summer. Teachers continue their teaching

throughout the training program and apply theory and principles

studied to handicapped learners in their classrooms. The dis-

tricts of participating teachers pay the salaries of these

teachers for the school year, while the program provides teachers

with tuition reimbursements for all course work and with summer

fellowships.

In order to be eligible for the program, a teacher must

hold a bachelor's degree, be certifiable at the elementary level

in Vermont, and be accepted by the University of Vermont Graduate

College as a candidate for the Master of Education degree. Only

those teachers who are recommended by their superintendents and

who show the greatest promise of completing the program and

remaining in Vermont are admitted.

The 30 hours of course work are designed to emphasize the

following approaches to the education of the learning-handicapped

child: (1) the systematic and empirical principles of behavior

theory, (7) the application of these principles to meet the needs

of handicapped children within the regular classroom, (3) the

precise day-by-day measurement and monitoring of a child's pro-

gress to insure that reinforcers, methods, and materials are

effective, (4) research training aimed at increasing teachers'
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in devi;ing and evaluating educational tactics to meet

children's needs, (5) the development of materials which supple-

*yr,i Illy found in elementary schools and which moot

1:(11 al.pe; 1earners, OA special educational

:'4theds and materials for educating the handicapped, (7) training

parents and teachers in the above approaches and, (8) consulting

with other elementary teachers in regard to the management and

educatiGn of handicapped learners.

The major part of the training of participating teachers

is undertaken by a psychologist who is a faculty member of the

College of Education of the University of Vermont. He teaches

most of the formal courses of the program and provides psycho-

logical and research consultation. In addition, four consulting

tearJ1,_,rs of the College of Education of the University of Vermont

work with participating teachers to help these teachers undertake

eff.!-:tive educational programming and research in the development

of teaching-learning procedures and materials for handicapped

learners.

During the first year of their training program, partici-

pating teachers are provided one day released time per week to

study for the prog-am's courses, to develop teaching-learning

procedures and materials for handicapped learners, and to tabu-

late and interpret data. The costs of released time are met by

the Cons....lting Teacher Program. During the second year of

training, half of released time costs is provided by the Consul-

ting .eacher Program and half Ly the school district of the
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participating teacher. Some released time during the second

year is used by teachers to meet requests for consulting services

from other teachers.

Dissemination of skills and knowledge.

One of the tasks of the Consulting Teacher Program is to

make techniques developed by the program available to educators

in Vermont. Ultimately and ideally, every teacher in Vermont

would have the skills and knowledge of a consulting teacher.

However, limited resources make it impossible for every teacher

in Vermont to participate directly in the training offered by

the Consulting Teacher Program of the University of Vermont.

So, the major instrument for effecting this dissemination of

knowledge is the consulting teacher himself. The consulting

teacher, as part of his training, has been prepared to help

fellow teachers learn the skills developed by the program.

Through studying and working with a consulting teacher, each

teacher in Vermont could gain the knowledge and skills required

to individualize instruction through a research-oriented approach.

A second way in which the program seeks to disseminate

knowledge is through its yearly reports. Perhaps, for those

teachers in Vermont who must wait for a consulting teacher to

be available to them, this first report, and the reports which

follow, will be at least a useful introduction to the effective

management and education of handicapped learners.
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Cnuptur TWO

%,,,tcher frogram: Result

chaj ti ._Ainmdriz.es thu result., of the Airst ye(i of

the Prooam's operation. isumbers of children to he served and

teachers to be prepared were projected by the original qitle VI

proposal (Cherington and McKenzie, 1968). These projections are

compared with actual accomplishments of the 1968-1969 year. For

detailed presentations and discussions of the individual case

studies, 11w interested reader is referred to Volume II of this

report McKenzie, 1970) and for an evaluation of the first year's

activities, see hall (1969).

TEACHER PREPARATION

It was projected that ten elementary classroom teachers

would be selected by administrators of cooperating school districts

to purticipate in the Program on an in-service basis. Ten teachers

wele selected: eight taught first and second grade, one taught

third grakle, and one taught fourth grade. These teachers were

Ln::;igndtti 112alaLtiaL tea.cners-in-training. Light consulting

ted(:ne _)-in-training successfully completed the first year of the

lrogram, while two teachers withdrew for personal reasons. How-

ever, these teachers continued to employ the methods p. inciples

studied, and to undertake service/research projects with handicapped

children in their classrooms. One of these teachers has become a

slecial class teacher.



I. acnt.IrJ-in-tiaininr, presented the results of

i.loject.J to uthur te,ichers in their school di:,tricts. These

x.,t.ntations appart,nfly led to the consulting ter,2hers-in-training

tachis cocluct projectf; with handicapped children

_h consulLing work had not been

for the first year of the Program, one indication of

tho this consulting work is that two of the consulting

to achevs-in-training were granted additional release time for

Letore the end of the school year. Furthermore, for

the hsuing year, seven consulting teachers-in-training have been

elOas,_.1 an additional day, thus providing two days per week for

ch.nsuiting and research activities. School districts are providing

of these additional consulting services through regular school

ill ;.Jrkler to provide more individualized instruction and

resealh ussistance, it was projected that iive graduate fellows

L.e -elected to wori, with the consulting teachers-in-training.

f(A.:r '4.4alified graduate students were available and were

',..hiversity of Vermont. Consultinz, Teachers. Therefore,

coh.Juitic tedc:Qr.;-in-training, the proposed ratio

ita,;datt.; fellow for every two participating teachers was

,niverjty of Vermont Consulting Teachers worked with

to help them undert.,ke effective educational

. cy insured that the measurements of

. t progress were accurate, provided feedback concerning

,A;ii,loye.i, and disseminated information about the Program
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SLhVILL AND RLSLARCH

by undertaking research projects which focused on devising

teaching/learning procedures to promote the educational and social

growth of handicapped learners, it was projected that ten partici-

pating teachers could provide special educational services for 20

handicapped learners. In actuality, consulting teachers-in-training

conducted service/research projects for 35 handicapped learners

enrolled in their respective classrooms. This higher incidence is

perhaps explained by the fact that cooperating school districts

often placed handicapped learners in participating teachers' class-

rooms. In addition, by consulting with teachers who requested their

services, consulting teachers-in-training served 15 other handicapped

learners. One project involved an entire classroom of 20 children.

Although an objective of the Program is to avoid labeling

handicapped learners, 23 of the 50 children had been classified as

handicapped by other professionals. Diagnoses included specific

learning disability, multiply handicapped, emotionally disturbed,

borderline mentally retarded, and hyperkinetic. Other children

were referred on the basis of deficit and/or inappropriate

behaviors including temper tantrums, disruptiveness, inattention,

lack of achievement, incomplete assignments, and incorrect work.

Ultimately, learning handicaps were defined on the basis of

daily measures of behavior as they occurred in the classroom.

The main locu:, was on academic behaviors such as attending to

learning materials and teaching events, completion of assignments,

and accuracy. Other behaviors studied included soiling, speaking



c.111 ouL U1 LiQdt, obeying teacher commands, and thumbsucking.

list project involving an entire class focused on having the children

tLeir ,:eats at appropriate times, a management problem many

'Lde,iert,

aLhig/lLarning procedures were developed for the 50 handi-

capped learners. The effectiveness of a particu3dr procedure was

monitored on the basis of changes in behavior of concern as

indicated by the graphs depicting daily me,:Asures of behavior. The

major empnasis was in the evaluation of procedures readily available

in the school environment. A few studies involving the home

environment were alsu undertaken. Through the application of a

complete functional analysis of behavior (see pp. 12-14), many

procedures were found to be effective in increasing social and

academic behaviors of handicapped learners in regular classrooms.

The permanence of behavior change was assessed by teachers obtain-

ing postcheck measures of behaviors of concern. Other indications

of continued improvement included verbal or written reports from

parents and other teachers as well as report card grades and school

promotions.

One effective procedure was that of giving teacher attention

for appropriate behaviors. in many studies, the teacher praised

the child at a high rate when he was behaving appropriately (such

as sitting in his seat or working on assignments) and ignored the

child when he was behaving inappropriately. In other studies, the

teacher immediately and frequently corrected work completed during

a work period by placing C's on correct answers and leaving incor-

rect answers unmarked.



wa.:.; that ,-.)1 giving tokens lc.r

appropriate Dehaviur. inc teacher arranged to give Irequent praise

plus tom:1,s lor the Lenaviul- he wished to increase. In two

studies, tnese tokens were .later exchanged for back up reinforcers

such as classroom privileges, playtime, small toys, and food. In

the project involving all children in a classroom, no back up

reinforcers were employed as tokens and praise alone was effective

in increasing the number of occasions of being in seat at appro-

priate times.

Bar graphs for academic behaviors were also found to be

effective. The teacher prepared a bar graph showing the number of

problems correctly completed. On days when the child correctly

completed a number of problems equal to or greater than that com-

pleted on the previous day, the teacher gave him the graph. He

then colored the bar to the height depicting the number correct.

This procedure was effective in increasing accuracy (percentage

correct) as well as rate correct (number correct in a specified

time period).

Functional analyses of the effectiveness of a few procedures

were not completed. However, some of these procedures were

correlated with beneficial changes in behavior. For example, one

teacher arranged to have a classmate praise a child when he com-

pleted assignments. Two teachers arranged with parents that when

their child met a specified criterion, he could exchange a note

from the teacher for specified home privileges. As a result of

such peer praise or home involvement, there were marked increases

in behaviors of concern.



CONCLUSION

It seems that teachers with the help of consulting teachers

can provide special eduCational services to handicapped learners

in regular elementary classes. Fifty children were so served

during the first year of the Program. The results of the Program's

studies indicate that the education of handicapped learners does

not depend solely on the discovery of new teaching/learning pro-

cedures. By arranging consistent, systematic, and responses-specific

applications of already available procedures (e.g., teacher praise),

the teacher can promote the academic and social growth of handicapped

learners.
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Appendix

Cost Comparisons of a Consulting Teacher

versus a Special Class Approach

Estimated costs of a consulting teacher approach.

It is estimated that a full-time consulting teacher, with

the assistance of an aide, and in cooperation with other

teachers with whom he will share his skills and knowledge and

to whom he will provide consultation, will be able to provide

special services to 40 handicapped learners during a school

year. Each consulting teacher-in-training during the 1968-1969

school year served an average of approximately six handicapped

children. These services to handicapped children were pro-

vided through one half day of release time per week, the other

half being spent in studies and research activities. If a con-

sulting teacher were to have five full days a week to serve

handicapped children, 10 times as much time would be given to

these services. It could be estimated, then, that a con-

sulting teacher could serve six times 10 or 60 handicapped

children. Thus, a prediction of 40 children is probably con-

servative.

With an estimated 8400 unserved handicapped children in

regular classes and each consulting teacher serving 40, a pro-

jected 210 consulting teachers would be required in Vermont.

An aide to the consulting teacher will be essential for

the consulting teacher to maximally serve handicapped children

through working with regular class elementary teachers. This



aide will ,,d.rve in .,evetal roles. Mi., role would be technical

in that thP aide would graph daily measurements of progress of

handicapped children and keep records of the progress of handi-

capped children throughout their schooling. The aide would

also observe handicapped children in classrooms, and take

measurements similar to those the teacher takes to insure that

these measurements are objective and accurate. An additional

role of the aide will be that of clerk/typist to help the con-

sulting teacher in the preparation of reports. With the aide,

and several years of consulting experience, a consulting

teacher may be able to serve far more than the 40 children

here projected.

Since the 8400 children would be served within regular

classrooms, a consulting teacher approach to the education of

handicapped children would require no additional classrooms.

However, office space and equipment for the consulting teacher

and his aide would have to be provided. Assuming that such

space is not available, 210 office areas would have to be

constructed and equipped. With 450 square feet per area and

construction costs of :;.25.00 per square foot, each office

complex would cost $11,250. to construct. Estimating that

each office complex would cost about $3,000. to furnish and

equip with desks, chairs, filing cabinets, typewriter, and

dictaphones, each office would cost S14,250. to construct and

equip. The cost for 210 offices would sum to $2,992,500.

The present cost of preparing a consulting teacher is

avproximately '12,000. This cost exceeds that of preparhg a



special class teacher, partially because of the greater time

needed for full preparation of the consulting teacher (two

full years and one summer versus one year), and partially be-

cause the preparation of consulting teachers includes intensive

educational research. The cost of preparing 210 consulting

teachers would be $2,520,000.

It is estimated that the activities of each consulting

teacher and his aide will cost $20,000. per year. This figure

includes salary for consulting teacher and aide, special

learning materials for 40 children, travel, office supplies,

and office maintenance. Thus, approximately $4,200,000. per

year would be the cost of maintaining 210 consulting teachers

in Vermont. The ::4,200,000. would be in addition to elementary

per pupil costs.

Estimated costs of a special education approach .

With a projected average special class size of 12 children,

and with the current average regular class size of about 25, it

is apparent that a special class approach would require construct-

ing and equipping additional classrooms. An economical special

class approach to provide classrooms for the 8400 handicapped

learners now in regular classes would be to designate 700 existing

regular classrooms as special classes with 12 children per class.

As 9100 non-handicapped children would then be displaced, at

*
Estimates of numbers of children in classes, square feet re-
quirements of classes, and class operation, construction, and
equipment costs are based on data available from the Vermont
State Department of Education as of May 12, 1969.



25 children per class an additional 364 classrooms would have to

be constructed and equipped. At $25.00 per square foot, with

750 square feet per class, each of these classes would cost

$18,750. to construct. About $1500. would be required to

equip these classrooms with desks, chairs, blackboards, and

audio-visual equipment. Thus, each classroom would cost

$20,250. to construct and equip. The 364 classrooms would

cost $7,371,000. to construct and equip.

With 12 children per class, 700 special class teachers

wo.ld be required in Vermont to serve the 8400 children. As

. shortage of at least 200,000 teachers required to serve the

educational needs of handicapped children has been projected

for the United States in 1969 , it seems that the.700 teachers

would have to be trained rather than simply hired. Estimating

that it would cost $5,000. (including tuitions, fellowships, and

program support money) to provide one full year of graduate

level preparation for a special class teacher, training the 700

teachers needed in Vermont would cost $3,500,000.

Currently it is estimated that $13,000. per year (inclusive

of teacher salary and educational supplies for 12 children) is

required to operate a special class. The per year cost of

operating 700 special classes would then total $9,100,000. With

an average elementary per pupil cost of $525. and 8400 handi-

*
Heller, H.W. Training of professional personnel. Exceptional
Children, 1968, 34, 539-544.



capped learners, $4,410,000. of existant money might be made

available toward the operation of special classes. Then

$9,100,000. less $4,410,000. or an additional $4,690,000. would

be required for the yearly operation of the 700 special classes.

Summary.

For construction and equipment, the consulting teacher

approach would cost $2,992,500., while a special class approach

would cost $7,371,000. Thus, a consulting teacher approach

offers a saving of $980,000. in the preparation of professional

personnel.

As approximately $4,200,000. pe-, year above average

elementary per pupil cost would be required to maintain the

operation of 210 consulting teachers, while an estimated

$4,690,000. above per pupil costs would be required to maintain

700 special classes, the consulting teacher approach would offer

a yearly saving of about $490,000.

That a consulting teacher approach would be less costly to

Vermont than a special class approach should be clear from the

above estimates and cost comparisons.


